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Abstract. The elasticityof materialsis important for
our understandingof processes
rangingfrom brittle failure, to flexure, to the propagation of elastic waves.
Seismologically
revealedstructureof the Earth's mantle,
includingthe radial (one-dimensional)profile, lateral
heterogeneity,and anisotropyare determinedlargelyby
the elasticityof the materialsthat make up this region.
Despite its importanceto geophysics,
our knowledgeof
the elasticityof potentiallyrelevant mineral phasesat
conditionstypicalof the Earth's mantle is still limited:
Measuring the elastic constantsat elevated pressuretemperatureconditionsin the laboratoryremainsa major challenge.Over the past severalyears, another approach has been developed based on first-principles
quantum mechanical theory. First-principles calculations provide the ideal complementto the laboratory
approachbecausethey require no input from experiment; that is, there are no free parametersin the theory.
Such calculationshave true predictive power and can
supplycritical information includingthat which is difficult to measureexperimentally.A review of high-pressuretheoreticalstudiesof major mantle phasesshowsa
wide diversityof elasticbehavioramongimportanttetrahedrally and octahedrallycoordinated Mg and Ca
silicatesand Mg, Ca, A1, and Si oxides.This is particularly apparentin the acousticanisotropy,whichis essential for understandingthe relationshipbetweenseismicallyobservedanisotropyand mantle flow. The acoustic
anisotropyof the phasesstudied varies from zero to

1.

more than 50% and is found to depend on pressure
strongly,and in some casesnonmonotonically.For example, the anisotropyin MgO decreaseswith pressure
up to 15 GPa before increasingupon further compression,reaching50% at a pressureof 130 GPa. Compression also has a strong effect on the elasticitythrough
pressure-inducedphase transitions in several systems.
For example, the transition from stishoviteto CaC12
structure in silica is accompaniedby a discontinuous
changein the shear (S) wave velocitythat is so large
(60%) that it may be observableseismologically.
Unifying patternsemergeaswell: Eulerian finite straintheory
is found to provide a good descriptionof the pressure
dependenceof the elastic constantsfor most phases.
This is in contrast to an evaluation of Birch's law, which

showsthat this systematicaccountsonly roughlyfor the
effect of pressure,composition,and structure on the
longitudinal(P) wave velocity. The growingbody of
theoreticalwork now allowsa detailedcomparisonwith
seismologicalobservations.The athermal elastic wave
velocitiesof mostimportant mantle phasesare found to
be higherthan the seismicwavevelocitiesof the mantle
by amountsthat are consistentwith the anticipatedeffects of temperature and iron content on the P and S
wavevelocitiesof the phasesstudied.An examinationof
future directions focuseson strategiesfor extending
first-principlesstudiesto more challengingbut geophysically relevant situationssuch as solid solutions,hightemperatureconditions,and mineral composites.

INTRODUCTION

erties of condensedmatter depend more strongly on
pressurethan on other factorssuchas temperature.The
The behavior of Earth materials at high pressureis dominantrole of pressure,which originatesin gravitacentralto our understandingof the structure,dynamics, tional self-compression,is reflected in the sublithosand origin of the Earth. Over the range of conditions pheric structureof the Earth, which is sphericallysymthat existwithin the Earth's mantle, the physicalprop- metricto within a few percent.The responseof materials
to pressureis governedby an elastic modulus,a relationshipembodied,for example,in the Adams-William•Nowat Department
of Physics
andAstronomy,
Louisiana son equation.
State University,Baton Rouge, Louisiana,USA.
In geophysics,
we are concernedwith the responseof
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very different from those at ambient conditions.Pressure-inducedchangesin the elasticconstantswill reflect
changesin the structureand in the nature of bonding
due to compressionand to phasetransformations.
The study of the elasticconstantsof Earth materials
at high pressureprovidesfruitful groundfor an exploration

of the foundations

of material

behavior

in the

relationshipbetweenstructureand bonding.The fourthranked elastic constanttensor is unusuallyrich in this
regardandreflectsthe symmetryof the underlyingstructure. For example, the contrastbetween periodic and
135.8
2891
nonperiodiccondensedmatter is immediatelyapparent
in the elasticanisotropy,a distinctionthat is not as clear
Outer core
in tensorialpropertiesof lower rank suchasthe indexof
refraction,which is isotropicfor cubicand nonperiodic
materials alike [Nye, 1985]. Several studieshave used
measurementsof the elastic constants of particular
328.9
5150
Earth materials to deepen our understandingof the
relationshipbetween elasticity,structure,composition,
and bonding[e.g., Weldnetand Vaughan,1982].
The study of the elasticity of Earth materials has
363.9
6371
becomeincreasinglyimportant over the last decade,as
contributionsfrom global seismictomography,seismoFigure 1. Schematic structure of the Earth's interior.
logical investigationsof geographicallyand radially localized regions,mantle discontinuities,analysisof normal modes of oscillations,and other types of studies
materialsto deviatoricas well as hydrostaticsourcesof have revealedthe Earth's mantle in unprecedenteddestress.Although deviatoric stressesin the Earth's inte- tail [Romanowicz,1991;Masterset al., 1996; Gahertyet
rior are small compared with the pressure, they are al., 1996; Garneroand Helmberger,1996; Shearer,2000;
important becauseof their connectionto dynamicalpro- Ishii and Tromp, 1999]. The sphericallyaveraged(onecesses[Ruff, 2001]. Elasticpropertiesgovernprocesses dimensional)structure of the interior is affected by
with a characteristic
timescale less than the Maxwell
solid-solidphase transitions,by variationsin temperarelaxationtime [e.g.,Jeanlozand Morris, 1986]
ture with depth (the geotherm), and by any depthdependentvariations in bulk compositionthat may be
xM= tx/G,
(1)
present [Birch, 1952; Jeanloz and Thompson,1983].
where tx is the viscosity,which depends strongly on More recent studies have revealed deviations from raditemperature, and G is the shear modulus.In the litho- ally symmetricstructurewhich,thoughsmall,are particspherethe viscosityis large and the relaxationtime may ularly significantbecausethey may be intimately linked
be longer than the age of the Earth. In this region, to geodynamicalprocesses.
For example,anisotropymay
knowledgeof the elasticconstantsis important for un- be producedby sheardeformationassociatedwith manderstandinglithosphericflexure,the onsetof brittle fail- tle flow [Montagner,1998]. Lateral heterogeneitypreure, and the earthquakesource[Turcotteand Schubert, sumablyreflectslateral variationsin temperature,which
1982;Aki and Richards,1980]. In the mantle the relax- are expectedin a convectingsystem,as well as lateral
ation time is much shorter and is of the order of 1000
variations in phase assemblageand bulk composition
years.Here knowledgeof the elasticconstantsis primar- [Anderson,1987; Robertsonand Woodhouse,1996; van
ily important for understandingthe propagationof elas- der Hilst et al., 1997;van der Hilst and Karason,1999].
tic waves, and normal mode oscillations.
To the extent that the interior behaveselastically,the
The elastic constantsof Earth materials vary sub- propagationof seismicwavesis determinedby the elastic
stantially over the range of conditionspresent in the constantsof the componentmaterials. Comparisonof
Earth's mantle. With increasing depth, pressure in- the elastic properties of potentially relevant minerals
creasesrapidly, reaching 136 GPa at the base of the with seismic observationspermits us to relate those
mantle [Dziewonski
andAnderson,1981](Figure 1). The observationsto geologicalprocessand to the thermal
pressureat the baseof the mantle is comparableto the and chemical state of the interior [Birch, 1952]. The
bulk modulus of many common minerals and to the robustnessof this approachis hinderedby a number of
pressurescalerequired to induce significantchangesin factors,includinganelasticity,the observedattenuation
the electronicstructureof materials [Bukowinski,1984; and dispersionof seismicwaveswithin the seismicband
Stixrudeet al., 1998]. It is natural for us to expectthat [Andersonand Given, 1982]. A more seriouslimitation
elastic properties under such extreme conditionsare has been a lack of knowledgeof the relevant material
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propertiesat the extremeconditionsof the Earth's interior. Major advancesin experimentaltechniqueshave
now made it possibleto measurethe elasticityof minerals over a considerablepressure and temperature
range[Liebermannand Li, 1998].Nevertheless,there are
still tremendouschallengesin measuringpropertiessuch
as single-crystalelasticconstantsin situ.
More recently,an approachcomplementary
to experimenthasbeendevelopedbasedon theoreticalmethods.
Recent advancesin theory,computationalschemes,and
hardwarehavemadeit possibleto solvethe fundamental
equationsof quantummechanicsfor large and complex
systems.
For fundamental,rather than practical,reasons,
the equationsstill cannotbe solvedexactly,but assumptions

can be reduced

to a bare

minimum.

Methods

that make only the essential approximations are
known as first-principlesmethods. Here we focus on
first-principlesmethods based on density functional
theory [Hohenbergand Kohn, 1964; Kohn and Sham,
1965], in principle an exactdescriptionof groundstate
electronicand structuralproperties.These are self-consistentcalculationsthat are completelyindependentof
experiment and make no assumptionsregarding the
nature of bondingor the electronicstructure.
Here we focuson the contributionsof first-principles
theory to our understandingof mantle elasticity.The
subjecthas not been reviewedbefore, as the theoretical
and computationaladvancesthat have made these calculationspossiblehave occurredrapidly over the last
decade.The theory can be only briefly describedhere;
the interested

reader

is referred

to more

extensive

ac-

counts of density functional theory [Lundqvist and
March, 1987;Jonesand Gunnarsson,1989], its application to the solid state [Heine, 1970; Cohenand Heine,
1970;Payneet al., 1992], and theoreticalstudiesin the
contextof Earth materials[Wentzcovitch
and Price, 1996;
Stixrudeet al., 1998]. A theme of this reviewwill be that
while the calculationsare state of the art, they are not
exact,and contactwith experimentis essentialin order
to assessthe approximationsthat must be made. A
numberof goodreviewsexiston the experimentalstudy
of Earth materialsat high pressureand high temperature and on the measurementof elasticpropertiesin
particular [Andersonet al., 1992; Liebermannand Li,
1998].
We first describethe basictheory of elasticityin the
contextof singlecrystalsand polycrystallineaggregates.
Then we brieflysketchfirst-principles
methodsbasedon
densityfunctionaltheory and placethesein the context
of other theoretical

methods.

Our review of results re-

the effect of temperature.A discussion
of future prospects focuseson some of these issuesand anticipates
further progressin our understandingof the mantle.

2.

BASIC

2.1.

THEORY

OF ELASTICITY

Strain and Stress Tensors

The elasticconstantsrelate applied external forces,
describedby the stresstensor,to the resultingdeformation, describedby the straintensor.We view a crystalas
a homogeneous,anisotropicmedium and assumethat
stressand strain are homogeneous.In the context of
geophysicsit is sensibleto divide the stressinto two
parts:a prestress,whichis nearlyhydrostaticthroughout
most of the Earth's interior, and a further infinitesimal

stressof generalsymmetry.FollowingDavies[1974],we
will specializeour developmentto the caseof hydrostatic
prestress,noting that this simplificationis strictlyvalid
only for those parts of the Earth that cannot support
significantdeviatoricstressesover geologictime (e.g.,
the sublithospheric
mantle).The strainwill alsobe separated into a large finite deformationassociatedwith the
prestressand an infinitesimalstrain associatedwith the
incremental

stress.

Considera material point that can be located with
respectto Cartesianaxes.In the natural or unstressed
state,its locationis describedby the vectora. Its position
after the applicationof prestressis denotedby X and
after the applicationof the further infinitesimalstressby
x. The relationshipbetween the prestressedand final
positionsis givenby the displacement

l,li = Xi -- X i.

(2)

We assumethat there existsa unique,linear, one-to-one
mappingbetweennatural,prestressed,
and final coordinatesthat may be describedby the displacementgradients, u, v, and w,

Xi -- X i : l,li.•

(3)

Xi -- ai = vijaj = wijxj,

(4)

where the definitionof v impliesa Lagrangianframe of
reference and the definition of w implies a Eulerian
frame.

The displacementgradients contain contributions
from deformation

and from rotation.

For the infinitesi-

mal displacementgradientsu, these are identifiedwith
the symmetricand antisymmetricparts

volvesaround the followingthemes:(1) the effect of
lij-I-l,lji)
(5)
œij= •l (l,
pressureon the elasticconstants,(2) an understanding
of the role of compositionand structurein determining
(6)
o•ij= •l(uij -- uji),
the elasticconstantsof a particularphase,and (3) comparison with the seismicobservationsof the Earth's respectively,
whereœiiis the infinitesimal
or Cauchy
mantle. The latter theme highlightsissuesthat have not straintensorand00iiis the rotationtensor.The strain
yet been addressedwith first-principlescalculationsin- tensoris definedpositivefor expansion.
cludinganelasticity,the deformationof aggregates,and
The strain associatedwith prestresswill be finite, in
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general.In contrastto the infinitesimalcase,a unique
=p
,
definitionof the finite straintensoris not possible.The
s
reasonis that the displacementgradientsv andw are not
frame-indifferent.Considerthe changein length of a where,4 is the Helmholtz free energy,E is the internal
energy,p is the density,and the subscripts
on the derivline elementdue to the applicationof prestress,
ativesindicatethat temperatureor entropyis to be held

Idxl•- ]dal•: 2eodx•dx
• = 2•l•da•da•,

(7)

constant.

The
where the Einstein

summation

convention

has been as-

Hooke's

elastic

constants

law relation

are defined

between

in terms

of the

stress and strain.

The

sumed. These relations define the Eulerian (e) and isothermaland adiabaticelasticconstantsare givenby
Lagrangian(•1) finite strain tensors.Evaluationof the
changein lengthleadsto the followingexpressions:

+ %,- %%0

(8)

Tlij= • (Uijq-Ujiq-Uij
Ujk)'

(9)

ei•=•
1

½ijSl
=(00'iJl
• OT[kl/T

Cijkl
: OT[kl/
S'

respectively.The adiabatic elastic constantsare most
where the timescaleof deformaand these two measuresof strain are equivalent,both relevantto seismology,
tion is much shorter than that of thermal diffusion over
reducingto the Cauchy strain tensor (equation (5)).
However, for finite strains,they differ so that constitu- relevant length scales.Isothermal elasticconstantsare
tive relations will not be frame-indifferent.
This has
relevant,for example,in staticcompression
experiments.
In
the
limit
of
zero
temperature
and
in
the
absenceof
important implicationsfor the representationand dezero
point
motion,
the
conditions
corresponding
to most
scriptionof physicalpropertiesat high pressureincludfirst-principles
theoretical
calculations,
the
adiabatic
and
ing the equationof state [Knittleand Jeanloz,1985].
The stresstensorat a point in a body can be defined isothermal elastic constants are identical to each other
throughthe expressionrelating the componentsof the and are referred to as athermal elastic constants.
It is worth pointingout that other definitionsof the
traction t actingon the surfaceelementsdS,
elasticconstants
are possible[Barronand Klein, 1965].In
In the limit of small strains, the nonlinear terms vanish,

ti= (•dSj.

(10)

ordertodistinguish
them,theciikl
maybereferred
to asthe
stress-strain
coefficients.
We may alternativelydefine

Some care must be taken in the definition [Wallace,
1972]. We take the tractionsto be thoseactingon the
initial

state and the surface elements

02A
I
CijSl
: D(OT[ijO,l]kl
/T'

to be those of the

(15)

initial,undeformed
configuration.
In thiscase,
thestress
toCijklonlyin theabsence
ofprestress.
tensor*ii is the second
Pirola-Kirchoff
stress[Dahlen whichisidentical

and Tromp, 1998].This stresstensoris symmetric,cor- In the caseof isotropicprestress(pressureP), the two
respondingto vanishingtorquesacting on the crystal. setsof elasticconstantsare related by
The componentswith i = j are the normal components
Cijkl= Cijkl
q-P(•jl•ikq-•il•jk- •ij•kl).
(16)
of stress(positivefor tensilestresses),and the componentswith i • j are the shearcomponents.

The Ciikldo not relatestress
to strain,in general,and
are not directly related to the propagationof elastic

2.2.

Definitions

of Elastic Constants

waves.

There are 81 independentelasticconstants,in genchangeupon deformationof an appropriatethermody- eral; however, this number is reduced to 21 by the
of the Voigtsymmetry
thatci•l are symnamic potential.This definition,whichwill alsolead to requirement
(i, j), (k, l), and
the expressionfor the elasticconstants,placeselasticity metricwith respectto the interchanges
within the same framework of other thermodynamic (ij, kl). This allowsreplacementof a pair of Cartesian
propertiesof the crystal,suchas the equationof state indicesij by singleindex a, accordingto the scheme
and the entropy.Thesemay all be expressedin termsof
the derivativesof the potentialwith respectto its natural
variables[Wallace,1972]. For example,the stressproducedby a deformationunder isothermalconditionsis
The stress tensor can also be defined in terms of the

,
T

while that producedunder isentropicconditionsis

11

1

22

2

33

3

32 or 23

4

31 or 13

5

21 or 12

6
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In Voigt notation the elastic constantsthus form a
symmetricmatrix:
Cll

C12

C13

C14

C15

C16

C12

C22

C23

C24

C25

C26

C13

C23

C33

C34

C35

C36

C14

C24

C34

C44

C45

C46

C15

C25

C35

C45

C55

C56

Cll + 2C12> 0,
(17)

C16 C26 C36 C46 C56 C66 .

The diagonalconstantscii with i -< 3 may be referred to
as the longitudinalelasticconstants;Cii with i -> 4 may

be calledthe shearelasticconstants.
Thoseci/with i 4=
j < 3 are referred to as the off-diagonalconstants,and

finally,ci/withi _<3 andj > 3, whichmeasure
theshear
strain producedby a longitudinalstress,may be called
the mixed elastic constants.

The presenceof crystallographicsymmetryfurther
reduces the number of independent elastic constants
[Nye, 1985].The highestpossiblesymmetryis that of an
isotropicmaterial suchas a glassor a randomlyoriented
polycrystallineaggregate,which is fully characterizedby
two elastic constants. These can be defined

ations. Under hydrostaticpressure the three stability
criteria for a cubic crystalare

cll - cl2> 0,

2.3. FiniteStrainTheory
Over the pressureregimeof the Earth's mantle, elastic moduli may vary by a factor of 5. It has been recognized that in order to describethese large variations,
simpleTaylor seriesexpansions
in pressuregenerallyfail
becauseof their limited radius of convergence.An alternative approachthat has found wide applicationis
Eulerian finite strain theory [Birch, 1938, 1952;Davies,
1974].The theoryis basedon a Taylor expansionof the
free energyin terms of Eulerian finite strain (equation
(8)). For a cubicor isotropicmaterial,the responseto
pressureis isotropic and the Eulerian finite strain reducesto a scalar.Defining

f= -e - (1/2)[(Vo/V)2/3- 1],

(20)

A = af 2-3-U 3-3-cf4-3-. . . ,

(21)

usuallytruncated at third or fourth order. The volume
derivativeof ,4 yieldsthe equationof state

P- 3K0f(1+ 2f)5/211+ a•f + a2f2]
a• = (3/2)[K;a2- (3/2)[KoKg + K;(K[•-

]

at a center of

C12= C66,

C13: C55,

C23: C44

C14: C56,

C25: C46,

C36• C45.

defined

(24)

where subscript0 denotesvalues at zero pressureand
prime denotespressurederivatives.
Differentiation of A with respectto strainleadsto the
expressions
for elasticconstants[Davies,1974]:

-- PAi9:l

symmetryand interatomicinteractionfollowsa centralforce law. They are

When

(23)

7) + (143/9)],

-•-b•f + (1/2)b2f2+...
definingthe Cauchyconditionsthat are valid for a crys- Cijkl(f)-- (1 + 2f)7/2[CijklO
in which each atom is located

(22)

4]

criteria.Theenergy-strain
coefficients
(Ci;) areusefulin
tal structure

(19)

which are referred to as spinodal,shear, and Born criteria, respectively.

as the bulk

and shearmodulus,K and G, respectively,
or in termsof
alternative moduli such as the Young's modulus or
Lam• parameter,or ratios of moduli, suchas the Poisson's ratio. Relationshipsamong these measuresare
given in a number of sources[Birch, 1961]. A cubic
crystalis characterizedby three constants,c11,c12, and
c44. Crystalswith lower symmetrywill possessa larger
numberof independentconstants,for example,nine for
orthorhombiccrystals(½11,C22,C33,C12,C13,C23,C44,
css, and C66
) and 21 for triclinic crystals(the largest
numberpossible).
Becausemultiple definitionsof the elasticconstants
exist, somecare is required. Examplesinclude the formulation of the Cauchy relations and Born stability

C44> 0,

in terms of the stress-strain

b• = 3go(c•j•:lO
q-hijkl
) -- 7Ci9:lO

(25)

(26)

b2: 9Ko2C•SklO
q-3K6(b•
+ 7c/j•/0)-16b•- 49C/j•/0, (27)
where

coefficients

(co),however,
thefirstthreerelations
involvea pressure

hijkl- --aijaki- aikajl- ailajk

(28)

term, e.g., c•2 - c66 -- 2P = 0. The extent to which takeson a value of -3 for longitudinaland off-diagonal
these conditionsare violated measuresthe importance elastic constants, -1 for the shear constants, and 0
of noncentralforcesin a crystal.
otherwise.
The Born

conditions

that determine

the mechanical

The expressionfor the elasticconstantscan be rearranged in a form that is useful for evaluatingthe conthe Co. In thiscase,theyarevalidonlyin the limit of vergencepropertiesof the series
vanishingprestress.Several studies[e.g., Wang et al.,
1
1995; Karki et al., 1997e] have demonstratedthat the
DO•l(f) - cO•lO
+ b•f + • b2f2+...,
(29)
appropriate stability criteria for a stressedlattice are
those that are formulated
in terms of the stress-strain
where,by analogywith Birch'sdefinitionof the normalcoefficientsand hence are basedon enthalpyconsider- ized pressure,we have defined

stabilityof a lattice are typicallyformulatedin terms of
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Diy•l(f)
= (l + 2f)7/2
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(30)

elastic constants.

Aõø
= Vs '

The maximum polarization anisotropyoccursfor the
direction

2.4.

(36)

in which two shear wave velocities

show the

Elastic Wave Velocities

largestdifference.For cubiccrystals,azimuthaland maxFor small vibrationsto first order in the displace- imum polarizationanisotropyare determinedby a single
ments u• about the prestressedstate,we can write the anisotropyfactor,
equationof motion as

02Ui

A =

02Uk

P-• =½ijkl
OXjOXl.

(31)

2(C44- Cs)
1211

,

(37)

wherecs = (c• - c•2)/2 [Karki et al., 1997a].
The phasevelocity(V) and polarizationof the three
In an anisotropicmaterial the elastic wave fronts
wavesalonga givenpropagationdirectiondefinedby the generatedby a point sourcewill be nonspherical.As a
unit vectorn• are determinedby the condition
result,the groupvelocitydefinedby ['/Gi = Oo9/Oki
may
differ
from
the
phase
velocity
defined
by
Vi
=
co/ki,
[Cijkltl?llpV28,al
= 0,
(32)
wheretois the frequencyand k is the phasepropagation
which is known as the Christoffel equation [Musgrave, vector.Seismologicalmeasurementsare sensitiveto the
1970].The solutionsare of two types:a quasi-longitudi- group velocity. With Vi = Viii, where rti is the unit
nal wave with polarizationnearly parallel to the direc- vectorof the phasevelocity,we can relate two velocities
tion of propagation,and two quasi-shearwaves with [Helbig,1984]:
polarizationnearly perpendicularto rti. In seismology
V• = Vn• + k(OV/Ok)n•+ OV/On•.
(38)
the quasi-longitudinal
wave is usuallyreferred to as the
primary(P) or compressional
waveand the quasi-trans- Here the second term, which is collinear with the wave
versewaveis referredto as the secondary(S) or shear
normal, vanishesfor a nondispersivemedium. In this
wave,the formerpropagatingfasterthanthe latter.Pure
case,the last term givesthe differencebetween Vi and
longitudinaland shearpolarizationsare found only in
VGi andis nonzerofor an anisotropicmedium.Equation
isotropicmaterialsor alongspecialhigh-symmetry
prop(38) showsthat the groupvelocitysurfaceis simplythe
agationdirectionsin anisotropicmaterials.For an isotangent surfaceof the phasevelocitysurface;and one
tropic,homogeneous
material,the P and S waveveloccan be readily calculatedfrom the other [seeMusgrave,
ities are related to the elasticmoduli by
1970;Helbig, 1984]. If the anisotropyis small, group
velocityand phasevelocityare similar.However,if the
+sG
anisotropyis large, they may be substantiallydifferent.
(33)
v.:
,
For large anisotropythe groupvelocitydisplaystriplicationsthat are associated
with multiple arrivalsfor each
from whichthe bulk soundvelocity
eigenvector(Figure 2). For example,three distinctP
wave arrivalsare possiblein a givenpropagationdirec(34) tion.
ß

can also be defined.

Because the elastic constant tensor is fourth-ranked,

2.5. ElasticBehaviorof Polycrystalline
Aggregates

The Earth's mantle and crustare composedof multiphase assemblages
in which the elastic constantsof
adjacentgrainsmay differ widely. For the caseof geophysicalinterest,where the seismicwavelengthis much
largerthan the sizeof the constituentcrystals,the elastic
propertiesof an aggregatecan be uniquely calculated
from the single-crystal
elasticconstantsif the texturecan
Vpmax- Vpmin
be specified,that is, the positions,shapes,and orientaA•,=
tionsof the grains.The textureis typicallyunknownand,
in
the absenceof direct samplesfrom most of the manVsmax- Vsmin
tle,
=
vs '
(35) is difficultto determineuniquely.
A specialcase of central geophysicalinterest is an
where Va and Vs are the isotropicvelocities(that is, isotropicmonophaseaggregatein which the grainsare
averagedover all propagationdirections).For the shear assumedto be randomlyorientedbut the texture is left
wavesthe polarizationanisotropycanbe calculatedfrom otherwiseunspecified.Becausethe textureis only parthe differencein velocitiesof two shearwaves(S1 and tially known, determinationof the elasticmoduli is inS2) propagatingin a givendirectionusing
herentlynonunique.Nevertheless,it is possibleto con-

all crystalsare elasticallyanisotropicregardlessof symmetry. One consequence
is that the elasticwavevelocities dependon the directionof propagation.The singlecrystalazimuthalanisotropyfor P and S wavesmay be
definedby the followingrelations:
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Figure 2. Groupvelocity(solidcurves)and phasevelocity(dashedcurves)surfacesof S wavesin MgO in
the (001) planeat two pressures.
Two velocitiesare closeto eachother at zeropressuredueto relativelyweak
anisotropy,but they differ substantiallyat 100 GPa due to relatively stronganisotropy.For the pressure
variation of the anisotropyof MgO, see Figure 12.

structrigorousbounds.The mostcommonlyusedare the
Voigt and Reussbounds,which correspondto conditions of strainand stresscontinuity,respectively,across
grain boundaries[Hill, 1952; Watt et al., 1976]. The
Hashinand Shtrikman[1962]boundsare tighter and are
widely used for high-symmetrycrystals.In the case of
cubiccrystalsthe bulk modulusis uniquelydefinedby

detailsof the texture.Polyphaseaggregatesmay exhibit
LPO or a different type of anisotropydue to shapepreferred orientation(SPO). In SPO the anisotropyis
due to spatial inhomogeneityin the distribution of
phases.For example,an aggregatemay consistof layers
that are alternatelyrich in one of two primaryphases.If
there is no LPO, and if the two phaseshave different
elastic properties, the aggregatewill be transversely
• (c•• + 2c•2)
(39) anisotropicfor elastic waves with wavelengthmuch
K= 5
.
largerthan the layer thickness.The solutionfor this case
The isotropicshear modulusin the Hashin and Shtrikis well known [Backus,1962] and shows,for example,
man [1962] averagingschemeis givenby
that P wavestravel fastestparallel to the layers.
1
For monophaseaggregatesthe elastic constantsof
G}•SA
= • (G}•s+
+ G}•s-),
(40)

theaggregate,
C•ik•,canbe relatedto thoseof thesingle

where the upper and lower bounds(interchangeable) crystal,
ciik•,by [Mainprice
et al., 2000]
are

G}•s+= c44dr-2

½;k'
=f aimajnakoalpCr
(43)
5 + 18(K
+2c44)
) (41)
(42) matrixai• arethe direction
cosines
thatrelatecrystallo5 + 12(K+2cs))
graphicto samplecoordinatesystems,andf is the ori-

Cs -- C44 5c44(3K-Jr4½44
)

where

G}•s_= cs+ 3

the elements

of the coordinate

transformation

C44-- Cs 5cs(3K + 4cs) '

respectively,
where Cs = (cii - c•2)/2. Formulasfor
lower-symmetrycrystalshave been derived; see Watt
[1987] for a review.
Bulk anisotropyof monophaseaggregatesmay be
causedby lattice-preferredorientation (LPO) of the
grains.LPO may developwhen the aggregateis subjected to a shear deformation,suchas that associated
with mantleflow. For example,LPO producedin olivine
aggregatesin the laboratoryhasbeen usedto interpret
observationsof seismicanisotropyin the uppermost
mantle[Christensen
and Salisbury,1979].The anisotropy
of the aggregatecan be no larger than that of the
constituentsingle crystals;often it is a factor of 2-3
smallerdependingon the degreeof alignmentand the

entation distributionfunction (ODF), which specifies
the volume fraction of crystalsorientedaccordingto a
[Bunge,1982; Wenk, 1985]. For the specialcase of a
transverselyisotropicmedium,the aggregateis characterized by five independentelasticconstants.For example, if the singlecrystalshave orthorhombicor higher
symmetryand the c crystallographicdirection of all
grainsis alignedwith a vertical symmetryaxis,we have

q-•C12
1 q-•C66
1
C,ll : •3(½
11q-½22)
C 33
' = C33

' = •l(c•3 + c23)
C13

(44)
(45)

(46)
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(47)

3.

THEORETICAL

METHODS

It is only recently that first-principlestheoretical

(48) methodshavebecomewidelyapplicableto the relatively
large and complexstructuresthat are characteristicof
most Earth

2.6. Anelasticity
The responseof materials to stressor strain is, in
general, not perfectly elastic.In an anelasticmaterial,
strain and stressare not in phase.The associatedstrainenergylossesare expressedin termsof the qualityfactor
Q:
2'rr

Q

AE

=

E'

(49)

A number of physicalmechanismsmay be responsible
for dissipation,including motion of dislocationsand
other defects[Jacksonand Anderson,1970;Karato and
Spetzler,1990].In part becausedifferentmechanismsare
operative at different timescales,the value of Q may
depend on frequency. Over the range of frequencies
probed in the laboratory(approximatelygigahertzfor
Brillouin scatteringand megahertzfor ultrasonictechniques),attenuationappearsto be sufficientlysmallthat
it doesnot significantlyaffect measurementsof the elastic constants
of crystallinesolids(dissipation,
however,is
important in silicate liquids) [Riversand Carmichael,
1987]. At the much lower frequenciesprobed by seismology,the solid Earth is measurablyanelastic;quality
factorsfor shearwavesappearto be nearlyindependent
of frequencyover most of the seismicband and range
from 600 in the lithosphereto 80 in the low-velocityzone
to 300 at the base of the mantle [Mastersand Shearer,
1995]. The quality of volume compressionis substantially higher,althoughit may not be infinite for a discussion of possible bulk attenuation mechanisms.The
higher quality of volume compressionagreeswith laboratory measurementsof the equationof stateof crystalline solidsby static compression(essentiallyzero frequency),which are consistentwith valuesof the bulk
modulusmeasuredby high-frequencytechniques[Bass
et al., 1981;Duffy et al., 1995].
Anelasticity entails dispersion (frequency dependence)of elasticwavevelocities.For the standardlinear
solid, the relative magnitudeof the dispersionis ---1/Q
in the modulus,or ---1/2Q in the velocity[Kanamoriand
Anderson,1977]. For a quality factor of 100, typical of
the upper mantle, the differencebetween infinite and
zero-frequencyelasticwave velocitiesis 0.5%. Though
the effect is small,it is comparableto the magnitudeof
lateral variations in velocity that are observedin the
Earth's mantle. This has important implicationsfor the
interpretationof seismictomography(especiallyS wave
tomography)in terms of lateral variationsin temperature, composition,or phase[Karato, 1993].

materials.

Within

the theoretical

framework

a mineralis viewedas an interactingmany-particlesystem of nuclei and electrons.A centralgoal is the calculation of the groundstateelectronicand crystallographic
structureof the material. This is accomplished
by calculating the quantummechanicaltotal energyof the system and subsequentlyminimizing that energywith respectto the latticeconstants,positionsof the nuclei,and
the electronicdegreesof freedom. One can then derive
variousphysicalpropertiesstartingfrom knowledgeof
the moststablestructureof the system;for example,the
elasticmoduli can be determinedfrom computationof
the strain-inducedenergies or stressesgenerated by
small deformations of the equilibrium lattice [Ihm,
1988].
To solvethe many-particleproblemexactlyis impossible; a wide diversityin methodology(ranging from
empirical to first-principles)resultsfrom the number
and typesof simplifications
and approximations
that are
needed to obtain solutionswith reasonablecomputational efficiency.First-principlesapproachesare those
that seekto solvethe fundamentalequationsof quantum
mechanicswith a bare minimum of approximations.
Two typesof first-principlesmethodshave appeared
in the Earth

sciences literature.

The extension

of Har-

tree-Fock theory to periodic systemshas been used to
study a variety of mantle materials, as well as surfaces
and defect structures[Dovesiet al., 2000]. This method
includesone typeof many-bodyinteractionsbetweenthe
electronsexactly(exchange)and neglectsanothercompletely (correlation). Here we focus on a different
method,basedon densityfunctionaltheory,which has
found wider application in the study of the Earth's
interior. The essenceof the theory and somedetailsof
its implementationare briefly sketchedin the following
sections.

3.1. DensityFunctionalTheory
Density functionaltheory (DFT), originallydevelopedbyHohenbergandKohn [1964]andKohnandSham
[1965], is, in principle, an exact theory of the ground
state and allows us to reduce the interacting manyelectronproblemto a single-electron
problem(the nuclei being treated as an adiabaticbackground).An appealingaspectof the theoryis that the centralquantity,
the charge density,is routinely measuredexperimentally, for example,by X-ray diffraction.The essenceof
the theory is that the ground state total energy (and
hencethe groundstatephysicalproperties)of a system
is a uniquefunctionalof the chargedensityn(r):

E[n(r)]
=Fin(r)]
+f Vion(r)n(r)
dr.(50)
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functionsq•i and eigenvaluesei) can be obtained by
iterativelysolvingthe KS equation(equation(55)). Then
the total electrondensityis determinedfrom (53), and
hence the total energyE can be computed.
To solvethe Kohn-Sham equationsexactlyrequires
knowledgeof the exactexchange-correlation
functional.
For the simple case of the uniform electron gas, the
explicitexpressionfor the exchangecomponentis known
from the Hartree-Fock theory, but the correlationcomponentis known only numericallyfrom quantumMonte
Carlo calculations[Ceperley
andAlder, 1980;Perdewand
Zunger,1981].The chargedensityin real materialsis not
uniform, so the exchange-correlation
functional cannot
be calculatedprecisely.The local densityapproximation
(LDA) [Kohnand Sham, 1965;Jonesand Gunnarsson,
FEn(r)] = TEn(r)] + E}•[n(r)] + Exc[n (r) ].
(51) 1989] replaces the exchange-correlationpotential at
For noninteractingelectronsthe explicit forms for the eachpoint r by that of a homogeneouselectrongaswith
a densityequal to the local densityat point r.
kinetic energyand chargedensityare
The LDA works remarkablywell for a wide variety of
materials;the equation of state, elasticconstants,and
Tin(r)]= 2mi=1 q••r)V2½i(r)
dr (52) other propertiesoften agreewith experimentto within a
few percent.Agreement with laboratorymeasurements
is not perfect,however,and somesystematicdiscrepanN
ciesare apparent.In silicatesand oxides,LDA tendsto
n(r): • ½•r)½•(r),
(53) overbind;that is, the predictedvolume is too small and

Here functional F[n] contains the electronic kinetic
energyand all the electron-electroninteractionsand is
independentof the externalpotential,which is usually
the CoulombpotentialViondue to ions(or nuclei)plus
possiblyother externalfields.The minimumvalue of the
total energyfunctionalis the groundstate energyof the
systemat the ground state density.
A key to the applicationof DFT in handling the
interacting electron gas was given by Kohn and Sham
[1965] by splittingup the kinetic energyof a systemof
interactingelectronsinto the kineticenergyof noninteractingelectronsplus someremainderwhich can be convenientlyincorporatedinto the exchange-correlation
energy. The functionalF[n] can be written as

i=1

the elasticmoduliis too large•omparedwith experi-

respectively,
wherethe q•iare the single-electronic
wave ment. Attempts to improveLDA throughconsideration
of nonlocal corrections have met with some success. The
functions.The Hartree energy (Coulomb interaction
generalizedgradientapproximation(GGA) [Perdewet
amongelectrons)is givenby
al., 1996]is a markedimprovementoverLDA in the case
of transition metals [Bagnoet al., 1989; Stixrudeet al.,
1994]. There is some evidencethat GGA improvesenergeticsfor silicatesand oxidesbut structurestend to be

Ir- r'l drdr'. (54)
lffn(r)n(r')

E.En(r)]
-5

underbound:

The volume

calculated

with GGA

tends to

The last term, Ex½, whoseexplicitform is not known,is
the exchange-correlationenergy and contains all the be larger than that measuredexperimentally[Hamann,
1996;Demuth et al., 1999; Oganovet al., 2001].
many-bodyeffectsin an interactingsystem.
Using the variational principle implied by properties
of the energy functional, one can derive the effective
3.2.
Self-Consistent Methods
single-electronSchr6dingerequation,well known as the
Self-consistent methods are those that determine the
Kohn-Sham(KS) equation:
ground state total energy and the ground state charge
densitywith whichit is uniquelyassociated.
These methods will be describedin more detail here. They are
- •mm
V2+ Vion[n
(r)]+ V}•[n
(r)]+ Vxc[n
(r)]
contrasted with non-self-consistent methods, which do

ß½i(r) = œi½i(r),

(55)

not determinethe groundstatechargedensitybut typically approximate its form, according to a physical
where the Hartree potential is
model. These are discussedmore fully in other reviews
[Stixrudeet al., 1998]. Examples include Gordon-Kim
type approaches(modifiedelectrongas,or MEG, and
potentialinducedbreathing,or PIB) in whichthe charge
densityconsistsof overlapping,sphericallysymmetric,
and the exchange-correlation
potential which contains
formallychargedions,and Slater-Kostertype tight bindall the many-bodyeffectsis
ing methods.Such methodsare often referred to as ab
initio methods. A distinct class of methods which entails
8ExcEn(r)]
Vxc[n
(r)]- 8n(r) '
(57) another level of approximationare those based on interatomicpotentials.Here the solidis viewed as consistThe KS equationconstitutesa self-consistent
field prob- ing of atoms or ions, rather than at the fundamental
lem;that is,the self-consistent
solutions(electronicwave level of nuclei and electrons.The additionalapproxima-

f n(r')

V.En(r)]
= Ir- r'ldr'

(56)
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tions inherent in this approachgenerallyrender interatomicpotential calculationssemiempirical.
There

are a number

of self-consistent

methods

for

cess,but differencesbetweendifferentpseudopotentials
[Hamann et al., 1979; Vanderbilt, 1990; Troullier and
Martins, 1991; Lee, 1995], and between PWPP and all

solvingthe Kohn-Shamequations,and these methods electron calculations, are often smaller than the uncerdiffer from eachother mainlyin two aspects:(1) inclu- taintiesdue to approximations
to the exchange-correlasion of all electronsor use of pseudopotentialapproxi- tion potential.
An important technicalissueis the convergenceof
mation,and(2) detailsofthebasis
functions
((•i) usedto
the calculations. In either all-electron or PWPP calculaexpandthe electronicwave functions:
tions, the two convergenceparametersare the number
½/(r,k) = •J b•,•q>•(r,
k),
(58) of pointsin the Brillouin zone (k points) at which the
Kohn-Sham equationsare solved and the size of the
wherebi,i arethe coefficients
andk is thewavevector. basisset. Convergencewith respectto the numberof k
All electron approachesinclude the linearized aug- pointsis optimizedby usingspecialk point meshes[e.g.,
mentedplane wave (LAPW) method [Jansenand Free- Monkhorstand Pack, 1976]. The size of the basisset is
man, 1984; Wei and Krakauer, 1985; Singh, 1994]. In conventionallydescribedeither by the maximumkinetic
LAPW, no approximationsare made to the shapeof the energyof the plane wavesincluded(PWPP) or by the
chargedensityor the potential. As such,the LAPW is product,R]urKmax,of the smallestmuffin-tin radiusand
generallyacceptedto be highly accurateand suitableto the largestwavevector(LAPW). An importantfeature
all typesof crystalsirrespectiveof their bondingnature. of self-consistent
methodsis that convergence
with reThe accuracyof the methodderivesfrom its basis,which spectto the sizeof the basisis generallysmooth,so that
explicitlytreatsthe first-orderpartitioningof spaceinto convergencetestscan be applied with some confidence
near-nucleusregions,where the charge densityand its [Singh,1994].
spatial variability are large, and interstitial regions,
where the charge density is smaller and varies more 3;3. Ab Initio MolecularDynamics
gradually.These two regionsare delimited by the conThe plane wave pseudopotentialapproach,which
structionof so-calledmuffin-tin spheresof radiusR•ur combinesaccuracy,computationalefficiency,andformal
centered on each nucleus o•. A dual basis set is consimplicity,has developedto the point of being usedin
structed, consistingof plane waves in the interstitial the contextof moleculardynamics(MD) simulations.
regionsthat are matchedsmoothlyto more rapidlyvary- Although the originaltechniquewas not self-consistent
ing functionsinsidethe spheres.Other all-electronap- [Car and Parrinello, 1985], the methodologyevolved
proachesthat have been applied in the Earth sciences rapidly [Payneet al., 1992], and self-consistent
MD beinclude the augmentedplane wave (APW) method came available in the early 1990s [Wentzcovitchand
[Moruzzi et al., 1978; Bukowinski,1985] and the full- Martins, 1991]. This facilitatedthe implementationof a
potential linearized muffin-tin orbital (FP-LMTO) variable-cell-shape-MD
(VCSMD) formalism[Wentzcomethod [Anderson,1975;Soderlindet al., 1996].
vitch,1991]in the contextof ab initiocalculations
[WentzRepresentation of the rapidly varying core states covitchet al., 1993].This typeof simulationis particularly
makesall-electroncalculationsrelativelyintensivecom- usefulin high-pressure
studies.Its flexibleperiodicboundputationally.The central idea of the plane wave pseu- ary conditionscan capture dynamicallyeven structural
dopotentialmethod (PWPP) is that the preciserepre- phase transitionsunder pressure[Wentzcovitch
et al.,
sentationof these statesis not essentialbecausethey 1998a]and is usefulin investigation
of complexlow-symparticipatelittle in bonding[Heine, 1970;Pickett,1989]. metry structurestypicalof the Earth'smantle.
The strongpotential due to the nucleusand core elecIn VCSMD the componentsof the strain tensor are
trons is replacedby a weaker, more slowlyvaryingpo- promoted to dynamical variables together with the
tentialwith the samescatteringproperties(the pseudo- rescaledioniccoordinates
qi, whereri = (1 + œ)q•.The
potential). This approach speeds up calculations dynamicsis then governedby the Lagrangian
substantiallybecause (1) only valence electrons are
142
treated explicitlyand (2) the pseudocharge
densityand
Tr(ggr)
_ EI<s(q,,
œ)- PV(œ),
potential vary much more slowly in space.The latter
feature is particularlyimportant, as it allowsone to use
(60)
plane waves as the basis functions to represent the
electronic wave function at each wave vector k:
where mi is the ionic mass, w is the fictitious mass

½i(r,k) = • Ci,k+G
exp[i(k + G)' r],
G

assigned
to thesimulation
cell,and# = (1 + œ)r(1+
(59) œ)is the metric tensor.In the Lagrangianthe first and

where G is a reciprocallatticevector.Evaluationof total
energies,forces,and stresseswith the plane wave basis
set is particularly efficient [Nielsenand Martin, 1985].
Constructionof the pseudopotentialis a nonuniquepro-

secondterms representthe kinetic energiesassociated
with internal and strain variables, respectively,and
Kohn-Shamenergyand the appliedpressureterm P V
togethercorrespondto the enthalpywhichplaysthe role
of the generalizedpotential energy. The trajectories
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Figure 3. Diagram illustratingthe determination of elastic
constantsby calculatingthe stress(e) generated by small
deformationof unit cell with strain (œ).
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Stressversusstrain relations involvedin the calcu-

lation of three elastic moduli of MgO (taken from Karki
[1997]). Symbolsare the actual calculatedpoints, and lines
producedby the resultingequationsof motion are in- representthe initial linear slopes(i.e., slopesat origin). Nonvariant with respect to the choice of simulation cell linearity is significantfor strainslarger than 1% in the caseof
vectors,preservethe relation betweenstrain and stress, longitudinalelasticconstant(c •1), while the effect is weak for

and hence conservethe spacegroup symmetry.It was other constants.
this latter techniquethat promptedthe wide application
of the PWPP method to the structurallycomplexprobpositionsneed to be reoptimizedin the strainedlattice in
lems involved in mineralogical high-pressurestudies
order to incorporateany couplingsbetween strainsand
[Wentzcovitch
et al., 1993, 1995a, 1995b].
vibrational modes in the crystal [Nastar and Willaime,
1995]. The effectsof the couplingare particularlylarge
3.4.
Determination
of Elastic Constants
in the presenceof soft vibrationalmodes,as in the case
In essence,the determination of the elastic constants
of silicain the vicinityof the stishoviteto CaC12structure
proceedsas follows(see Figure 3): At a givenpressure
transition,which is discussed
further later [Cohen,1992;
(or volume)the crystalstructureis first fully optimized,
Karki et al., 1997b,1997d].Second,the elasticconstants
and then the lattice is slightlydeformed by applyinga
need to be calculatedin the appropriate limit of zero
small strain. The stressin the strained configurationis
strain. At finite strain, higher-orderterms in the stresscalculated, and the values of the elastic constantsfollow
strain relationship become important, which are govfrom the linear stress-strain relation
ernedby higher-orderelasticconstantscorrespondingto
rri•= ci•?•l.
(61) third and higher strain derivativesof the energy [e.g.,
Wallace,1972]. To calculatethe elasticconstantsin the
For cubiccrystalsa singlestrainof monoclinicsymmetry linear regime, strainsof different magnitudeor sign are
is sufficient to determine all the independent elastic applied (Figure 4), and the zero-strainlimit is deterconstants[Karkiet al., 1997a].For lower-symmetrystruc- mined by extrapolationor interpolation. It is this linear
tures,suchasorthorhombicforsteriteor perovskite,four regime that is most relevant in geophysics.
strainsof different symmetryare applied [Karki et al.,
1997c].The elasticconstantsmay alsobe computedfrom
the strain-energydensity.If the strainsare chosento be 4. ELASTICITY OF MINERALS
volume conserving,

First-principlesmethodsare a powerfulway of investigating the elasticity of Earth materials at very high
pressures.Recent work has includedstudiesof many of
This is usefulin LAPW calculationswhere computation the major Mg-silicate polymorphsincluding those of
of the stresstensor is difficult [Cohen, 1991; Steinle- Mg2SiO4 Ida Silvaet al., 1997;Kieferet al., 1997;Kieferet
Neumannet al., 1999].
al., 2001],of MgSiO3 stoichiometries[Wentzcovitch
et al.,
There are two important factors to be taken into 1995a; Karki et al., 1997c; Wentzcovitchet al., 1998b; da
accountin determiningelasticconstants.First, the ionic Silva et al., 1999], and of CaSiO3 perovskite[Sherman,
AE

1

V = • Cijkleijekl'

(62)
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1993; Karki and Crain, 1998a]. Also investigatedhave
been the oxidesMgO [Karki et al., 1997a, 1999]; CaO
[Karkiand Crain, 1998b];SiO2 [Cohen,1991;Karki et al.,
1997d];and m1203[Duan et al., 1999]. Of the minerals
thoughtto be major constituentsof the mantle, only the
elasticconstantsof the pyroxeneand garnetphaseshave
not yet been examinedtheoretically,althoughthe structure and compressionmechanismsof enstatite have
been investigated[Wentzcovitch
et al., 1995b].The elasticitycalculationsto date haveprimarilybeenperformed
by usingab initio MD as a techniquefor efficientminimization of stressesand forcesin the strainedconfigu-

calculations
electron

differ from each other and from those of all

LAPW

calculations.

This arises from

the non-

uniquenessof the pseudopotentialand the additional
approximationsthat its constructionentails.In the case
of MgO the calculationsof Karki et al. [1997a]underestimate the elasticmoduli of MgO as they overestimate
the volume. Later resultsby Karki et al. [1999] using
different pseudopotentials
are more consistentwith allelectroncalculations[Mehl et al., 1988] and with experimental data. In the caseof MgSiO3 perovskite,muchof
the difference

between

the two sets of the elastic moduli

[Karki et al., 1997c; Wentzcovitch
et al., 1998b] can be
rations.
accountedfor by differencesin the pseudopotentials
While approximationsin the first-principlescalcula- used in the calculations.The results of Oganovet al.
tions have been reduced to a minimum, the calculations [2001],however,differ substantially
from the other two
are not exact. This makes comparisonwith available setsbecausethey usedthe generalizedgradientapproxexperimentaldata essential.The comparisonallowsus imation that tends to underbind structure and underesto evaluatethe quality of the assumptions
that we are timate the elasticmoduli (seeTable 1). The differences
forced to make (primarily the form of the exchange- betweenthe two pseudopotentialresultswith LDA are
correlationpotential) and pointsthe way towardfuture similar in magnitudeto those seen in MgO, as are the
improvementsto the theory.The complementarynature differences with respect to the all-electron result
of first-principlestheory and experimentis worth em- [Stixrudeand Cohen,1993].The sizeof the errorsin all
phasizing:The theoryhasno free parametersand there casesis comparableto the LDA error.
is no input from experimentaldata. Becausethe firstprinciplescalculationsare independentof experiment,
favorablecomparisons
betweenthe two approachescan 4.2. Effect of Pressure
lend

confidence

to each.

We

review

all extant

first-

principlescalculationsof the elasticconstantsof mantle
materialsand comparethesewith availableexperimental
data. Following is a discussionof the patterns which
emerge from the theoretical results, focusing on the
effect of pressureon the elasticmoduli includingthe
elasticanisotropyand the appearanceof elasticinstabilities and the influence of changesin crystallographic
structureand chemicalcompositionon the elasticproperties. We further compare the first-principlesresults
with seismological
investigations
of the Earth's mantle.

4.2.1. Elasticmoduli. The effect of pressureon
the elastic constantsof all major mantle minerals is
large, as much as a factor of 5 over the regime of the
Earth's mantle. This meansthat experimentalor theoretical results at ambient pressurecannot be used to
reliably estimateelasticityat mantle pressures.This is
particularlytrue becausethe effect of pressureis much
larger for certain types of elastic constantsthan for
others(e.g., Figure 5): The pressure-induced
variations
in the longitudinalelasticconstantsare relativelylarge

4.1. ComparisonWith Experiment

(c•i0 = 5-10), compared
withthosefor the shearand
off-diagonal
constants
(c•i0= 0.5-4) (seeTable1).

A summaryof calculatedathermal elastic constants
Finite straintheory [Birch,1938, 1952;Davies,1974]
and their pressurederivativesare comparedwith exper- canbeusedto understand
therangeofvaluesofc•0 that
imental results in Table 1. The athermal
theoretical
are found for longitudinal,off-diagonal,and shear elaselastic constantsare expectedto be somewhatlarger tic constants.
Expansionsin the Eulerianfinite strainare
than those measuredexperimentallyat ambient condi- known to provide rapidly convergentdescriptionsof
tionsbecausethe effectsof temperatureand zero-point isothermalcompression
(P-I/equation of state)to large
motion are ignored.Recent theoreticalcalculationsthat strains.This successcan be understoodby recognizing
includethe effectsof latticevibrations[Karkiet al., 1999] that the coefficientsof higher-order terms are small
showthat these amount to a few percent at room tem- [Jeanloz,1988]. For example,the second-ordertruncaperature.The localdensityapproximation(LDA) to the tion of the equationof state (i.e., settinga• = 0 in
exchange-correlation
potentialis alsoexpectedto havea equation(22)) yieldsK• = 4. First-principlescalculasystematiceffect:It tendsto overbindstructures;that is, tions showthat K• spansthe rangeof 4-4.5 for several
the elastic moduli tend to be overestimatedalthough oxidesand silicates.This impliesthat the coefficienta •
there are few exceptions,
for example,c44of MgO [Karki should be small and that the third-order Birch-Muret al., 1997a].Overall,first-principles
theoryrepresentsa naghanequationshouldbe adequatefor mostmaterials.
substantialimprovementover the predictionsof more Truncation at secondorder of the anisotropicgeneraliapproximatetheories,suchas thosebasedon simplified zation of the Eulerian finite strainexpansion(b • = 0 in
equation (25)) leads to the followingrelation for the
semiempiricaland ab initio models(Table 1).
The results produced by different pseudopotential pressurederivativesof the elasticconstants:
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TABLE 1. CalculatedAthermal Elastic Moduli (M) and Their PressureDerivatives(M') at Zero Pressureof Earth
Minerals in ComparisonWith Experiments
a
Method,
b

Source
c

Moduli

Cl l

c22

c33

c44

c55

c66

c12

c13

c23

K

G

M

367

220

233

78

89

91

78

79

81

141

89

M'

7.68

5.30

5.61

1.53

1.34

1.69

3.38

3.46

3.54

4.32

1.44

Forsterite

PWPP,1

Exp,2

M
M'

7.22

328

5.42

200

5.57

235

2.01

65

PWPP, 3

M
M'
M
M'

377
6.16
371

374
5.87
373

289
6.96
272

108
0.87
111

M
M'
M
M'

361
6.32
327

PWPP, 7

M

477

392

Exp, 8

M'
M

6.0
472

5.7
382

M
M'
M
M
M
M'
M
M

493
5.15
485
444
482

523
6.56
560
484
537

460
6.70
474
408
485

201
1.98
200
194
204

548
460

551
506

441
378

241
162

M
M'
M
M
M'

374
7.28
367

225
2.47
290

M
M

291
323

81

1.46

81

64

69

74

129

81

2.16

3.59

3.62

2.94

4.12

1.4

109
2.06
103

89
4.01
66

103
2.93
95

108
3.49
105

181
4.34
170
4.3

115
1.16
115
1.4

199
4.19
184
4.2

129
1.12
119
1.73

Wadsleyite

Exp, 4

117
0.78
123

Ringwoodite
PWPP, 5

Exp, 6

134
0.82
126

118
3.18
112

MgSiO• Ilmenite
121
-28 d

-16 e

153

89

222

144

0.3
-24

3.5
168

3.9
70

4.5
212

1.6
132

183
1.44
176
172
186

147
1.91
155
131
147

135
3.33
130
110
144

145
2.55
136
126
147

158
2.73
144
136
146

253
159

139
112

54
139

153
184

175
177

260
4.02
259
231
264
4.0
256
260

174
1.65
179
162
177
1.8
196
140

167
3.0
222

236
4.42
307
232
4.8

165
2.46

137
152

90
92

157
169
4.27

2.2
106

-0.4
-27

MgSiO•PerovsM•
PWPP, 9
PWPP, 10
PWPP, 11

Exp, 12
PIB, 13
RI, 14

CaSiO• Perovskite
PWPP, 15
PHF, 16

Exp, 17

209

MgO

PWPP,18
PWPP,19

M'

9.0

1.05

1.91

Exp,20

M
M'

297

9.17

156

1.11

95

1.61

4.13

PIB, 21
MEG, 22

M
M

310
226

188
142

119
142

182
170

PWPP,23

M

241

77

52

115

M'

10.11

0.45

1.67

4.48

Exp,24

M

223
8.7

0.74

1.71

4.05

PIB, 25
MEG, 22

M
M

206
207

66
97

50
97

102
134

PWPP, 26

M
M ....
M
M
M'
M

456

162

121
135
2.39
131
2.53
143
86

CaO

M'

81

59

114

83
1.78
81
1.81
71
77

St•hovi•

LAPW, 27

Exp, 28
PIB, 29

254
2.09

325
3.30

452
453

734
4.31
807
776

302

216
'"
242
211

195
2.03
221
203

252

623

977

347

424

450

146

310
4.24
324
312
4.3
412

223
1.72
226
1.8
277
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(continued)

Method,
b
SourceC

Moduli

Cll

PWPP, 30

M
M'

c22

c33

c44

c55

c66

c•2

cjs

c2s

K

G

$02

$01

157

- 19d

161

125

258

168

$.$2

$.10

2.03

0.19

3.09

3.$7

4.06

1.44

AltOs

Exp, 31
PIB, 29

M

498

$02

147

-23

163

117

255

163

M'

6.17

$.00

2.24

0.13

3.28

3.$6

4.30

1.64

M

540

455

157

-48

157

130

263

170

aThepressuredependence
of c• andc•2 of stishovitecanbe represented
by (c• + c•2)/2 = 336 + 5.32P and (c• - c•2)/2 = 12011-

(P/47)3's],whereP ispressure,
in gigapascals
[Stixrude,
1999].
bAbbreviations
arePWPP,planewavepseudopotential;
PIB,potential
induced
breathing;
RI, rigidion;PHF,periodic
HartreeFock;MEG,
modifiedelectrongas;and LAPW, linearizedaugmentedplanewave.
CSources
are 1, da Silvaet al. [1997];2, YonedaandMorioka[1992]andZha et al. [1996];3, Kieferet al. [2001];4, Zha et al. [1997]andLi et
al. [1998];5, Kieferet al. [1997];6, Weldheret al. [1984]andRigdenet al. [1992];7, da Silvaet al. [1999];8, Weidnerand Ito [1985];9, Karki et al.
[1997c];10, Wentzcovitch
et al. [1998b];11, with the generalizedgradientapproximation
[Oganovet al., 2001];12, Yaganeh-Haeri
[1994]and
Sinelnikovet al. [1998];13, Cohen[1987b];14,Matsuiet al. [1987];15,Karki and Crain [1998a];16, Sherman[1993];17, Wanget al. [1996];18,
Karkietal. [1997a];19,Karkietal. [1999];20,Sinogeikin
andBass[1999];21,Isaaketal. [1990];22, Cohenand Gordon[1976];23,KarkiandCrain
[1998b];24, Changand Graham[1977];25,Mehletal. [1986];26,Karkietal. [1997d];27, Cohen[1991,1992];28, Weidner
etal. [1982]andAndrault
et al. [1998];29, Cohen[1987a];30, Duan et al. [1999];31, Geiskeand Barsch[1968].

dMixedmodulus
c•4.
eMixed modulusc2s.

pressurederivativesfall near the expectedtrends,which
c•0= 3K0 AiJ'
(63) accountfor the greater pressurederivativesof the longitudinal moduli, intermediate values for off-diagonal
Thisresultsin threesetsof c$io' one for longitudinaland shear, and smallest pressure derivatives for the
moduli, anotherfor off-diagonaland shear,and a third
for mixedelasticconstants(Figure 6). For silicatesand
oxidesconsidered,it is found that the first-principles

7 Ci•o

12I , , , , i , , , , , , ,
I

I

I

I

I

I

1400

MgO

c•

1200

n

'•

1000
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o

o

.,•..

600

b,/

4OO

o

C12

o

1

o

j

200

C44

0

20

40

60

80

100

Pressure (GPa)

120

0

140

1

2

3

Cijo/Ko

Figure 6. Zero-pressure derivatives for longitudinal constants(boldline) andfor off-diagonalandshearconstants
(thin
(dashedline) impliedby
Figure 5. Three elasticmoduli,namely,c•, c12, and c44, of line), and for mixedelasticconstants
finite straintheory.First-principlevaluesfor
MgO in its face-centeredcubic structure. The existinglow- the second-order
pressureexperimentaldata (to 19 GPa [Sinogeikinand Bass, all the mineralsconsideredare denotedby symbols:diamonds,
1999]) shownby symbolsare well reproducedby theory[Karki longitudinalconstants;squares,off-diagonalconstants;circles,
shearconstants;and triangles,mixed constants.
et al., 1997a].
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mixedmoduli.Of the patternsapparentin theseresults,
only the systematically
largervaluesof the off-diagonal
pressurederivativesas comparedwith the shearare not
explained.Therefore one expectsthat the third-order
expansionwill be sufficientfor describingthe effect of
pressureon the elasticconstantsin many materials.
First-principlesresultsallow us to evaluatethe convergencepropertiesof the Eulerianfinite straindescription of the elasticconstants.For example,the normalized elasticconstantsof perovskiteare foundto depend
nearly linearly on finite strain over the pressurerange
0-140 GPa (Figure 7). The finite strainexpansiontruncated at the linear term fits the theoretical

55O

IMgSiOol

500
45O

400
350
300

elastic con-

stantsto within 1%. For the off-diagonalmoduli (c•2,
c•3, andC23) the first-principles
resultsappearto resolve

250

i

I

i

I

i

a small nonlinear

300

,

I

'

I

'

term.

Normalized

elastic

constants

that vary nearly linearly with finite strain have been
found for mostother materialsstudiedas well, suggest-

250-

D12

-

ingthatthefinitestrainexpansions
of cu converge
rapidly and that third-order equationsare, in general,sufficient. Exceptionsinclude c• and c•2 of stishovite,
whichshowhighlynonlinearbehavior(due to the elastic
instabilityassociated
with the stishovite-to-CaC12
phase
transition). It is worth emphasizingthat Taylor series
expansionsin variablesother than the finite strainwill
not convergeas rapidly,in general.For example,Taylor
seriesexpansions
in the pressureare not appropriate:In
MgO, extrapolationslinear and quadraticin pressure
differ by 100% at relatively low pressures(60 GPa)
[Karki et al., 1997a].
An alternativerepresentationof the effect of compressionon elasticpropertiesis providedby Birch'slaw
[Birch,1961]:

V• = a(M) + bp,

o

200

150 I

100 -

D•3

-

50

0

•

I

[

I

/ , , , , , ]

2501-D44

q

(64)

implyinga unique relationshipbetween compressional
velocity and density for materials of the same mean

atomicweightif//.Birch'slawrefersonlyto theeffective
longitudinalwavevelocityof isotropicpolycrystals,
not
to the individualelasticconstants.Birch speculatedthat
the abovevelocitydensityrelationsshouldhold for all
changes of density irrespective of their origin, i.e.,
whether causedby variationsin pressure,temperature,
phase,or bulk composition.
The first-principlesresults show that the effect of
pressureon the elasticwave velocitiesof major mantle
mineralsdoes not follow Birch's law (Figure 8). In
particular,the calculatedvelocityprofilesof severalminerals are nonlinear in density.This behavior is in contrast to that of simplerionic materialssuchas halite or
sylvite,which obey Birch's law over a wide range of
compression[Campbelland Heinz, 1992]. The violation
of Birch'slaw in silicatesand oxidesmay be related to
the nature of bondingin thesematerials.Unlike in the
alkali halides,noncentralcovalentandmany-bodyforces
are important,as evidencedby violationsof the Cauchy
conditions.While Birch's law is not obeyed, it does

150•
o.oo

o.o

o.o

Eulerian Finite Strain, f
Figure 7. Finite straindependenceof the normalizedelastic
constantsof MgSiO3 perovskite.Labels use Voigt notation.
The observedlinear variations(solid lines) suggestthat the
third-orderfinite straintheorycanwell accountfor the pressure effects on most cases.

appearto providea qualitativedescriptionof the effect
of pressurein silicatesand oxides. In particular, the
Birch'slaw slopeis similarin mostcasesto the average
slopeof theoreticalresultsin density-velocity
space.
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CaSiO
3
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Figure 8. Calculated compressionalvelocity versusdensity
for severalminerals,ol, forsterite;wa, wadsleyite;ri, ringwoodite; il, MgSiO3 ilmenite;pv, MgSiO3 perovskite;Ca-pv,CaSiO3
perovskite;pe, MgO; ca, B1 and B2 phasesof CaO; si, three
phases(stishovite,CaC12,and columbite) of SiO2; and al,
corundumand Rh203(II ) phaseof m1203.The mean atomic
weightof eachphaseis shownby the numberin parentheses.
Thin lines are thoseestimatedby Birch'slaw for differentM
shownby numbers.

The Cauchyconditionsare only relevant for MgO,
CaO, and cubicCaSiO3 perovskite.The value of c12 -C44-- 2P for these materialsis found to be large and
negative and to increasein magnitudewith increasing
pressure(Figure 9). The strongviolationof the Cauchy
conditionsin thesemineralsrequiresan importantcontribution from noncentral(many-body)forcesthat increaseswith pressure.The potential-inducedbreathing
model appearsto capture the essentialphysics,as this
simplifiedmodel predictscorrectlythe Cauchyviolation
in the alkalineEarth oxides[Isaaket al., 1990;Mehl et al.,
1986]. The relevant many-bodyforce arises from a
sphericallysymmetricbreathing of the oxygenion in
responseto strain-inducedvariationsin the Madelung
potentialat the oxygensite.
Rigorousboundson the effectivemoduliof isotropic
polycrystallineaggregatescan be determinedonce the
single-crystal
elasticconstanttensoris known[Wattet al.,
1976].We find that for mostsilicatesand oxidesover the
pressure range of the mantle, the Hashin-Shtrikman
boundsdiffer by lessthan 2% for the shearmodulusand
by lessthan 0.5% for the bulk modulus.The Voigt-Reuss
boundsare substantiallybroader, but the Voigt-ReussHill averagegenerallyfallswithin the Hashin-Shtrikman
bounds and agrees closely with the average of the

-250
0

20

40

60

80

140

Pressure (GPa)
Figure 9. Pressuredependenceof the Cauchyviolation in
cubic crystals,MgO, CaO (B1 and B2 phases),and CaSiO3
perovskite[Karki, 1997].All three systemsshowstrongerviolation at higherpressures.

Hashin-Shtrikmanbounds(Figure 10). The difference
betweenthe boundsdependson the magnitudeof the
anisotropy,which may change substantiallywith pressure. The width of the boundsis large only where the
anisotropyis unusuallylarge (e.g.,A s > 50%). For
example,the conditionc• - c•2 = 0 not only makes
the anisotropyof SiO2 diverge in the vicinity of the
stishovite-to-CaC12
phasetransitionbut alsocausesthe
lowerboundon the shearmodulusto vanish[Karkiet al.,
1997d](see Table 2). In MgO (Figure 10) and the B1
phase of CaO, the bounds on the shear modulus are
relativelywide at high pressurewhere the anisotropyof
thesephasesis large [Karkiet al., 1997a;Karki and Crain,
1998b]. In such situationsthe Hashin-Shtrikmanand
Voigt-Reuss-Hillaveragedvaluesalsodiffer significantly: by 1% in MgO at 140 GPa, by 4% in CaO at 60 GPa,
and by 15% in stishoviteat 46 GPa. In suchcasesthe HS
boundsare preferred.
4.2.2. Instabilities. In most cases, elastic constantsincreasemonotonicallywith increasingpressure.
However, in several cases,elastic constantsor combina-

tions of elasticconstantsmay decreasewith increasing
pressureand may vanish,implyingan elasticinstability.
The analysisof elasticinstabilitiesplays an important
role in the theoreticalunderstanding
of phasetransitions
[Salje, 1990]. We may divide the elastic instabilities
foundin mantlematerialsinto two groups.The firsttype
is directlyresponsiblefor equilibriumphasetransitions;
an exampleis the vanishingof c• - c•2 at the stisho-
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Figure 11. Pressuredependence
of c• - c•2 (bold curve
indicates
withionicpositions
reoptimized
in thedeformed
unit
cell,anddashedlinesindicatewithoutanyionicrelaxation)of
stishovite
(rutile phase)and CaC12phaseof SiO2. Low-fre-

quency
Ramanmodes
(B•gforrutileandAgforCaC12
phase)
Figure10. Comparison
betweenthe Voigt-Reuss-Hill
and areshown
bythincurves.
Theresults
aretakenfromKarkietal.
Hashin-Shtrikman
averaging
schemes
for the shearmodulusof [1997b].
MgO at highpressure[Karkiet al., 1997a].Two typesof
averages
agreecloselywith eachother,althoughVoigt and
Reuss bounds are much broader than the Hashin-Shtrikman

boundsat high pressure.

SiO6 octahedraaroundthe c axisthat relatesthe two
structures.
The couplingbetweenstrainandvibrational
modeis strong:The calculated
modulusc• - c•2 does
not soften around 47 GPa unlessthe ions are reopti-

lattice(Figure
vite-to-CaC12
structuretransitionin silica[Cohen,1992; mized(allowedto relax)in thedeformed
of the Big modeis softened
Karki et al., 1997b].The secondtype is more common 11).Whilethe frequency
by 47 GPa, it doesnot vanishuntil much
and is found outsidethe stabilityfield of the mineral. considerably
(86GPa),wellbeyondthestability
field
Elasticinstabilities
of this typemaybe associated
with higherpressures
metastabletransformations.
Examplesare the instabilitiesin diamondstructureof Si [Mizushima
et al., 1994],
TABLE 2. Voigt-Reuss-HillVersusHashin-Shtrikman
zinc-blendestructureof SiC [Tangand Yip, 1995],B1 IsotropicBulk and ShearModuli for ThreePhasesof SiO2
phaseof MgO andCaO [Karkietal., 1997e],corundum [Karki et al., 1997d]a
andRh203(II) phases
of AI203 [Duanet al., 1999],and
P
Ktau-i
Gtau-i
K•is
G•is
forsterite[da Silvaet al., 1997].
Silicaprovidesan excellentexampleof a pressureStishovite
inducedelasticinstabilitythat canpreciselybe linkedto 0
312 _ 5
225 +_ 12
312 +_ 1
226 _ 2
a phasetransformation
[Cohen,
1992;Karkietal., 1997b, 20
390 +_3
244 +_25
390 _+.8
246 +_6
1997d].In stishovite,
c• increases
slowlywith pressure 40
479 +_2
226 +_65
478 +_ .7
233 +_28
507 _+ 1.5
149 +_ 142
507 _+.7
132 +_ 116
up to 40 GPa andthendecreases
on furthercompres- 46
sion,whereasc•2 growsat an increasing
rate, thereby
CaCl2Phase
causing
c• - c•2 to vanishat ---47GPa(thepressure
of 50
505 +_ 16
266 +_47
508 +_7
267 +_22
521 _+ 13
306 +_31
523 +_5
305 +_ 12
the stishovite-to-CaC12
transition),wherethe tetragonal 60
80
586
+_
6.3
350
+_
22
586
_+
2.2
349 +_7.2
shearmodulusof the CaC12phasealsovanishes(Figure
100
654 _+5.5
380 +_21
655 +- 1.8
379 - 6.7
11). The c• - c•2 = 0 instability
arisesfrom a strong
Columbite Phase
couplingbe•een a shearstrainof orthorhombic
sym-

metryin thea-bplaneandthesoftB•amodein stisho- 100

viteorAamodein CaC12
phase.
Thestrainprovides
a
deformationpath that relatesthe latticesof the two

structures,
whereas
theB•amodeinvolves
a rotation
of

120
140

696 +_ .5
760 +_.5
830 +_.4

371 _+5
395 +_6
413 +_7

696 _+.1
760 +_.1
830 +_.1

371 +_ 1.2
395 +_1.4
413 _+ 1.8

aTheplusor minussignsrepresent
theboundson moduli.
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of stishovite.
The frequency
of the Aa modeof CaC12
phaseincreaseswith increasingpressure.
30
In MgO and CaO, c44 of the B1 phaseis shownto
increase slowly with increasingpressureand then to
20
soften, vanishingat approximately1400 and 180 GPa,
respectively[Karkiet al., 1997e].It canbe shownthat the
shearinstabilityimplied by the violation of the c44 > 0
10
stability criterion is a deformation path between the
face-centeredcubic (B1) and simplecubic (B2) structures. However, the B1-B2 phase transition in these
materialstakesplace at a pressuremuchlower than that
• 80
of the elasticinstability.The softeningof t244may be
takenasa precursorof the Bl-B2 phasetransition[Karki
>, 60
et al., 1997e]. Other materialsthat showsofteningand c:}..
0
vanishingof elasticconstantsat pressuresmuch higher • 40
than the limit of their thermodynamicstability fields 0
include forsterite (two shear constants,css and 1266, e- 20
decreasewith pressurebeyond40 and 90 GPa, respectively,and cssvanishesat about 170 GPa [da Silvaet al.,
1997]) and corundum(C66 decreaseswith increasing
80
pressurebeyond250 GPa). For the Rh203(II ) phaseof
A1203, 1255decreaseswith increasingpressurebeyond
60
150 GPa, implyinga shearinstabilityat a higherpressure
[Duan et al., 1999].

4.2.3. Anisotropy. As wasdiscussed
above,different elasticconstantsvarywith pressureat different rates.
One consequence
of this is that the elasticanisotropyis,
in general, a function of pressure.In some cases,not
only the magnitudebut alsothe senseof anisotropymay
changesignificantlywith increasingpressure;that is, the
directionsof fastestand slowestpropagationdirections
may be reversedupon compression.
MgO is a good exampleof stronglypressuredependent anisotropy.Its anisotropyat first decreaseswith
increasingpressure,vanishesnear 15 GPa, and then
increasesupon further compression
[Karkiet al., 1997b,
1999]. The magnitude of the anisotropybecomesvery
large at pressuressimilar to thosenear the base of the
mantle (A s • 50% at 135 GPa); see Figure 12. The
anisotropyfactorA (equation(37)) changessignat ---15
GPa with the consequence
that the senseof anisotropyis
reversed.The signofA is in turn determinedby the ratio
of 12sto 1244,
which exceedsunity only above 15 GPa. At
thispressurethe directionof fastestS wavepropagation

changes
from[100],withvelocity
•//C44/P,
to [110],with
velocity
C••s/p[Karkietal., 1997b].
Similarbehavior
is
seenin the caseof ringwoodite(Figure 13). The theoretically predicted behavior of MgO is consistentwith
mostexperimentalobservations
includingthoseof Duffy
et al. [1995],Sinogeikinand Bass[1999],and the lowerpressuredata of Zha et al. [2000]. At higher pressures,
theory divergessubstantiallyfrom the data of Zha et al.
[2000],who found that MgO remainsessentiallyisotropic at pressuresgreater than 20 GPa.
Other oxidesincludingCaO, A1203,and SiO2 are also
highly anisotropic.The anisotropyof SiO2 is the largest
in this group and varies most rapidly with increasing
pressure(Figure 12). The anisotropyof stishovitedra-
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Figure 12. Single-crystal
anisotropy(P azimuthaland S azimuthal, i.e., variationswith propagationdirection;and S polarization,i.e.,variationwith polarizationfor a givendirection)
of MgSiO3 perovskite[Karkiet al., 1997c],MgO [Karkiet al.,
1997a],and SiO2 [Karkiet al., 1997d].

matically increasesnear the transition to the CaC12
structure(A s • 175%). The CaC12phasealso shows
substantialanisotropy(A s • 75%) near the transition
pressure.This behavioris attributed to the shearinstability associatedwith the vanishingof c• - c•2 at the
phase transition.The columbitephase of silica (also
knownas o•-PbO2structure)is lessanisotropicthan the
lower-pressurestructures.The B1 phaseof CaO shows
increasinganisotropy,which reachesa maximumas the
B1-B2 transitionis approached(90% A s at 60 GPa).
This is due to softeningof c44[Karkiand Crain, 1998b].
The anisotropyof the corundumphaseis found to decreasewith pressureup to 50 GPa and then increase
slowly[Duan et al., 1999].In contrast,the anisotropyof
the Rh203(II ) phaseof aluminais relativelylarge(A s •
20% at 80 GPa) and increaseswith compression.
The
fast and slow propagationdirectionsalso changewith
pressurein m1203and SiO2 but not in CaO, for which
they are fixed by the condition 1244/12s
< 1, which is
satisfiedat all pressures.
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3O

-
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propagation directionsalso change with pressure,as
determinedby the pressuredependenceof c14 and c25.

S-Polarization

4.3. Effectof Structureand Composition

20
o
o

•

10

Wadsleyite

There has been substantialinterest in establishing
systematicpatternsin the effectsof crystalstructureand
compositionon the elasticconstants[Duffy and Anderson, 1989;Andersonet al., 1992].The systematics
based
on Birch'slaw (equation (64)) are not well obeyedby
first-principlesresults(Figure 8). Discrepanciesare primarily of two types' (1) Resultsfor isochemicalpolymorphsdo not generallyfall alongthe sametrend, and
(2) resultsfor somemineralsdo not lie near the curve
appropriatefor their mean atomicweight.For example,
resultsfor forsterite and Mg wadsleyiteare nearly coincidentand fall near the appropriatecurve(M -- 20), as
expectedfrom Birch's law, but resultsfor ringwoodite
are discrepant,defininga distincttrend that liesnear the
curve correspondingto M = 21. Most minerals fall
along curvesthat correspondto a mean atomic weight
that

0
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20

30

is within

one

unit

of the

actual

value.

Notable

exceptionsare the CaO polymorphs:Resultsfor the B1
and B2 phasesof CaO fall along very different trends,
both of which, moreover, lie far from the line corre-

Pressure (GPa)

spondingto the mean atomicweightof this material (M
had been noted before in the
Figure 13. Single-crystalanisotropy(P azimuthal, S azi- = 28). This discrepancy
case
of
B1
CaO
[Birch,
1961].
Birch'slaw is not generally
muthal, and S polarization)of the Mg2SiO4 polymorphs:forsterite[daSilvaet al., 1997],wadsleyite[Kieferet al., 2001],and usefulin a quantitativesensefor estimatingthe effectsof
phasetransformationson Va. For example,the change
ringwoodite[Kieferet al., 1997].
in Vp at the forsterite-to-wadsleyite
transitionis found to

be 0.84 km s-• in the first-principles
calculations,
as
In MgSiO3perovskitethe anisotropyat firstdecreases
with increasingpressureto approximately30 GPa (Figure 12) and then increases,showingchangesin the
extremal propagationdirections [Karki et al., 1997c;
Wentzcovitch
et al., 1998b].For example,the directionof
slowestP wavepropagationis [001]at 0 GPa but [100]at
140 GPa. This behavior

can be understood

in terms of

comparedwith the value that would be derivedby using
Birch'slaw to relate the densitycontrastto the velocity
contrast: 0.28 km s-•.

The failure of simplesystematics
suchasBirch'slaw is
perhapsnot surprisinggiventhe complexityof the problem. In the case of polymorphicphase transitions,we
must expect a changenot only in density,but also in
bondingand crystallographic
symmetry.This meansthat
the number of independentelasticconstants,as well as
their magnitudeand pressuredependence,will change
in general. Pressure-induced
phase transitionsare accompaniedby significantchangesin the isotropicproperties (Vp and Vs) as well as in the anisotropy(the
magnitudeandcharacter).Considerthe Mg2SiO4 system
in which forsterite and wadsleyiteare characterizedby
nine elastic constants,whereas ringwoodite has three
(Figure 14). Even the two orthorhombicphasesshow
very differentpatternsof anisotropy:In forsterite,c• >
1233• 1222,
whereasin wadsleyitec• • 1222> 1233.The
P wave anisotropyof wadsleyiteis a factor of 2 smaller
than that of forsterite;the anisotropyof ringwooditeis

the ratio of the longitudinalmoduli: Cll/C33 ) 1 at 0
GPa but 1211/1233
( 1 at 140 GPa (Figure7). In contrast,
the anisotropyof CaSiO3 perovskiterapidly decreases
with increasingpressurefrom its highinitial value (40%
As), while the extremalpropagationdirectionsremain
unchangedsince1244/12s
) 1 at all pressures[Karki and
Crain, 1998b].
Both theory [da Silvaet al., 1997;Kieferet al., 2001]
and experiments[Zha et al., 1996,1997,1998]showthat
the anisotropyof forsteriteandwadsleyitevariesby only
a few percentwithout any changein the fast and slow
directionsover the pressurerange 0-30 GPa (Figure
13). Similarly,the anisotropyof MgSiO3 ilmenite decreasesslightlyunder compressionand remains large
(20% A s at 25 GPa) comparedwith other mineralsof much weaker still. The P and S velocities are found to
the upper mantle and transitionzone Ida Silva et al., increaseby 10-12% at the forsterite-to-wadsleyitetran1999].The smallvaluesof c14andc25in ilmenitelead to sition and by 2-3% at the wadsleyite-to-ringwoodite
a weak transverseanisotropyof ilmenite about the ver- transition.
In somecases,it is possibleto rationalizein a simple
tical (z) axisand alsoimply a slightdifferencebetween
the largeanisotropyaboutthex andy axes.The extremal way the effect of crystallographic
structureon the elas-
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Figure 14. Elasticmoduli of the Mg2SiO4 polymorphs.Lines indicatetheory [da Silvaet al., 1997;Kieferet
al., 1997,2001].Symbolsindicatethe experimentaldata [Weidneret al., 1984;YonedaandMorioka, 1992;Zha
et al., 1996, 1997].

ticity of isochemicalpolymorphs.For example,in MgSiO3 the isotropicwave velocitiesincreasesubstantially
(Vs by 20%) acrossthe ilmenite-to-perovskite
transition,
while the anisotropydropsby a factor of 2. The stiffer
perovskitestructureresults from the complete threedimensionalnetwork of corner sharingSiO6 octahedra.
The Si octahedronis relatively incompressiblewith a
polyhedralbulk modulus[HazenandFinger,1979]of 330
GPa [Karki et al., 1997c]. In contrast, ilmenite is a
layered structure in which planes of edge-sharingSi
octahedraalternateregularlyalongthe c axiswith much
softer Mg octahedra(polyhedralbulk modulusof 172
GPa [Karkiet al., 2000]). This arrangementaccountsfor
the lesserisotropicmoduli in ilmenite and for its large
anisotropy:Compressionalongc is relativelyeasyand is
accommodatedmostlyby the Mg octahedra,while compressionalonga and b can only take placeby compressing Si and Mg polyhedraby similar amounts.
The effect of compositionon isostructuralseriesmay

alsobe substantial.For example,the elasticmoduli of B1
MgO are larger than those of B1 CaO at all pressures,
and the pressure dependenciesof moduli also differ
substantially
betweenthe two oxides;for example,c• • of
CaO (B1 phase)increases
muchmorerapidlywith pressurethan that of MgO. Qualitatively,the lessermoduli
in CaO can be related to the greater volume of this
compoundascomparedwith MgO. The perovskitesprovide an interestingcontrast.In this structurethe volume
is set primarily by the Si-O bond length.As a result,the
difference

in mean

atomic

volume

between

Ca-

and

Mg-silicate perovskitesis smaller than would be expectedon the basisof the differencein ionicradii of Mg
and Ca. The

difference

in volume

is also related

to

differencesin octahedralrotation which lowersthe symmetry of Mg-silicateperovskite.The isotropicmoduli of
CaSiO3 are smallerthan thoseof MgSiO3 perovskiteat
zero pressure,but they increasemore rapidly with increasingpressure.For example, the shear modulus of
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CaSiO3 perovskiteovertakesthat of Mg perovskiteat 20
GPa. This maybe understoodin termsof the increasing
importanceof short-rangerepulsionbetween the larger
cation(Ca) andits surrounding
oxygens
at highpressure.
Corundum and ilmenite are related by a chemical
substitution(Tschermaksubstitution)that replacesalternatinglayersof A1 octahedrawith Mg and Si octahedra. Despite the similar structureof thesetwo minerals,
they have very different elasticity:In ilmenite, c• is
muchlargerthan c33,whereasin corundum,c• and c33
are similar throughoutthe pressurerange of stability
(Table 1). The greater anisotropyof ilmenite is due to
the alternatingoccupationof the octahedrallayers by
Mg and Si. As also discussedabove, this leads to a
relativelycompressiblec axis and greater resistanceto
compression
in the planeof the layers[Karkiet al., 2000;
Weidnerand Ito, 1985].
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4.4. Comparisons
With Seismological
Observations
The elasticproperties of the major Earth forming
mineralspredictedby first-principlestheory are of substantial geophysicalsignificance.Comparisonsof the
calculatedelastic propertieswith those of the Earth's
interior as determined seismologically
lead to a better
understandingof the origin of one-dimensionaland laterally heterogeneousmantle structure. Moreover, the
predictedelasticanisotropyof componentmineralscan
be used to understandthe origin of the seismicanisotropy. The comparisonis limited by our current lack of
knowledgeof the effect of temperatureon mineral elasticity at the relevant pressures.The point of view
adoptedhere is that the effectof pressureon the elastic
propertiesis predominant,with temperature playing a
secondaryrole. However, a more preciseinterpretation
demandsinformationregardingthe thermaland compositional contributions,for example, the effect of iron
content.

4.4.1. Isotropicwave velocities. The properties
of the Mg2SiO4 polymorphsare comparedwith the seismic profilesof the upper mantle and transitionzone in
Figure 15. The velocitiesof forsteriteare nearlyparallel
to the seismicprofiles between 200 and 410 km depth
and are shiftedupwardby appro.ximately
7 and 13% for
P and S waves,respectively[da Silva et al., 1997]. This
discrepancyis expected and is due primarily to the
effectsof temperature,sincethe theoreticalcalculations
are athermal.A more detailedcomparisonbetweentheory and seismologyrequirescomputationsof the elastic
wave velocitiesat high temperature that have not yet
been performed.It will alsobe importantto understand
the effectsof composition(in the mantle, olivine contains a significantamountof fayalite component)and
other phasesincludingpyroxeneand garnet. Comparisonsat greaterdepthshowsimilarpatterns.The P andS
velocitiesof wadsleyiteare 12 and 20% larger, respectively, than the propertiesof the mantle near 410 km
depth, and the differencesdecreaserapidly at greater
depthsdue to steep seismicgradientsin the transition

I
0

o PREM

SWave
10

20

30

Pressure (GPa)
Figure 15. Comparisonsof the calculatedlongitudinal(P)
andshear(S) wavevelocitiesof Mg2SiO4 polymorphs[daSilva
et al., 1997;Kieferet al., 2001, 1997],with the seismicdata of
the uppermantleand transitionzonegivenby the preliminary
referenceEarth model (PREM) [Dziewonskiand Anderson,
1981].

zone, which are due in part to phase transformations
amongother phasesincludingpyroxeneand garnetthat
occurover this range.The velocityprofilesof ringwoodite remain parallel to and are 8 and 9% higher than the
seismicprofilesover the depth rangethat this mineral is
expectedto occurin the mantle [Kieferet al., 1997].
The transitionfrom olivineto wadsleyiteis thoughtto
be responsiblefor the seismicdiscontinuitynear 410 km
depth.The changesin P and S wavevelocitiesassociated
with this transitionaccordingto theory are 10 and 12%,
in good agreementwith experimentalmeasurements[Li
et al., 1998]. A number of authorshave comparedthe
changein velocitydue to the transitionwith the magnitude of the velocitydiscontinuitydeterminedseismologically [Weidner,1985;Zha et al., 1996;Fujisawa,1998;Li
et al., 1998].However,the seismological
value is uncertain in part becauseit is model-dependentand in part
becauseof real geographicvariabilityin the Earth; seismological estimatesrange from 2.6 to 3.9% for the
discontinuityin Vp and from 3.6 to 6.7% for the discontinuity in Vs. Another important issuemay be the apparent frequencydependenceof the propertiesof velocity discontinuities as predicted by thermodynamic
analyses[Helffrichand Bina, 1994;Stixrude,1997].Thus
the apparentmagnitudeof the seismicdiscontinuitymay
not provide robust constraintson the olivine content.
What is needed is careful comparisonbetweenregional
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Figure 16. Comparisons
of the calculatedlongitudinal(P) and shear(S) wavevelocitiesof major silicates
and oxides(MgSiO3perovskite[Karkiet al., 1997c];MgO [Karkiet al., 1997a];CaSiO3perovskite[Karkiand
Crain, 1998a];high-pressure
polymorphsof SiO2 [Karkiet al., 1997d];CaO [Karkiand Crain, 1998b];and
A1203 [Duan et al., 1999])with the seismicdata of the lower mantlegivenby the PREM [Dziewonski
and
Anderson,1981].

seismicvelocitymodelsand elasticconstantsdetermined
alonggeothermsand for bulk compositions
appropriate
for that region. Nevertheless,the seismologically
determinedvelocityjump appearsto be systematically
smaller
than that of the olivine-to-wadsleyitetransition. This
indicatesthat the mantle is not pure olivine. This conclusionis consistent
with a broadrangeof compositional
modelsof the mantle includingpyrolite and piclogite.
Karki and Stixrude[1999]havepresentedcomprehensivecomparisons
of the calculatedvelocitiesof silicates
and oxideswith seismicpropertiesof the lower mantle,
focusingon two centralissuesof the compositionof this
region:its dominantmineralogyand the detectabilityof
secondaryand minor phases(Figure 16). The athermal
velocityprofilesof MgSiO3 perovskiteare nearlyparallel
to and are higher than those of the lower mantle
[Dziewonskiand Anderson, 1981]. The fact that the
velocityprofilesof MgSiO3perovskiteare nearlyparallel
and shifted upward by a few percent (8-10%) with
respectto the seismicprofilesindicatesthat perovskiteis
indeedthe dominantphasein the lowermantle[Karkiet
al., 1997c;Karki and Stixrude,1999].The differencescan
be attributed to the effects of iron and high tempera-

studiesshowthat Ve and Vs are alsoconsistentwith the
perovskite-richlower mantle hypothesis.This is significant becausethe P and S wavevelocitiesare expectedto
be more sensitiveto bulk compositionand mineral structure than are densityand bulk modulus.However, the
lack of sufficientinformation regardingthe effects of
high temperatureand compositiondo not yet permit us
uniquelyto resolvethe compositionand mineralogyof
the lower mantle. In particular,it is not yet possibleon
the basis of first-principlescalculationsto distinguish
pyrolite from the more iron- or silica-richcompositions
that have been proposed[Jeanlozand Knittle, 1989;
Stixrudeet al., 1992;Zhao and Anderson,1994].
The density and bulk sound velocity profiles of
CaSiO3 perovskiteare nearly identical with those of
(Mg,Fe) SiO3 perovskitewith -10% iron. This hasled
to the suggestionthat CaSiO3 perovskitewould be a
seismicallyinvisible component of the lower mantle
[Mao et al., 1989;Wanget al., 1996].However,theoretical calculations
of Karki and Crain [1998a]of the shear
wave velocityof CaSiO3perovskitedo not supportthis
view. The calculationsshowthat Vs of CaSiO3 perovskite is substantiallyhigher than that of Mg-rich silicate
tures in the lower mantle and to contributions from the
perovskitein the deep lower mantle. Another potential
secondaryphasessuchas magnesiowfistite
and CaSiO3 minor phasein the lower mantle, silica,alsohas distincperovskite.This picture has been supportedin the past tive seismicproperties.The calculatedvelocitiesof silica
by only a limited subsetof seismologicalobservations are substantially
higherthanthe seismicobservations
(by
(densityand bulk soundvelocity).The first-principles asmuchas20% in Vs) [Karkiet al., 1997d].Moreover,
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in the neighborhoodof the stishovite-to-CaC12
phase stituent minerals at geophysicallyrelevant conditions.
transition,due to the tetragonalshearinstability,the P Once theseare known,the anisotropyof an aggregateis
and S velocitiesdecreaseby 20 and 60%, respectively. then determined by the lattice-preferred orientation
This indicates that if free silica exists in the lower man(LPO) of its componentsor the shape-preferred
orientle, it shouldlead to an observableseismicdiscontinuity tation (SPO) of alignedinclusionswith distinctelastic
near a depth of 1180 km. Thus, among the candidate moduli [seeKarate, 1998b].
phasesgenerallyconsideredfor the lower mantle, none
The seismicanisotropyin the upper mantle, conare invisible(Figure 16).
firmedby severalindependentobservations
of bodyand
4.4.2. I.ateralheteroõeneity. Seismictomography surfacewaves [see, e.g., Mentagner,1998; Mainpriceet
has revealed significantlateral variations in velocities al., 2000], has long been thought to be due to the
throughoutthe mantle [vanderHilst et al., 1991;Robert- flow-induced lattice-preferred orientation in olivine
son and Woodhouse,1996]. The lateral heterogeneity polycrystal[Ribe,1989].This is consistent
with the strong
can, in general, be associatedwith lateral variations in anisotropyof olivine experimentallyand theoretically
temperature,composition,or phase. In the transition determinedat high pressure[Zha et al., 1998;da Silvaet
zone, lateral variations in phase assemblage,due to al., 1997] and the experimentallyobserveddeformation
temperature-inducedphasetransformations[Anderson, mechanisms in this mineral.
1987], are expected to be particularly important. An
The transitionzone showsa transverse(radial) anexample of such a transition is that from garnet to isotropywith Vsr• > Vsv. Wadsleyitemay be responsiilmenite, which would be expectedas one movesfrom ble for the observedanisotropyin the upper part of the
normal mantle into a cold subduction environment.

The

large contrastin velocitybetweentwo phases(10% in
Vs) maycontributesubstantially
to the observedlateral
velocitystructurein the transitionzone Ida Silva et al.,
1997].
Lateral variationsin compositionincludingvariations
in Fe/(Fe + Mg), Si/(Mg + Si), or Ca/(Ca + Mg)ratios
may be relevant for the lower mantle. The lateral heterogeneitymay be characterizedby the ratio v = A In
Vs/A In Va, whose seismicvalue varies from 1.7 to 3
acrossthe lower mantle [Robertsonand Woodhouse,
1996].A changein the Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratio that affects
the shear modulusselectivelywith negligibleeffect on
the bulk modulusshouldgive v in the rangeof 1-1.5, as
estimatedfrom the experimentaldata [DuffyandAnderson, 1989]. One can calculatethe effect of variation in
Si/(Mg + Si) by comparingwave velocitiesof MgSiO3
perovskiteand MgO (Figure 16) to givev --- 1.2. However,a variationin the Ca/(Ca + Mg) ratio can make v
as high as 4 becausethe shearvelocityof CaSiO3perovskiteis much higher than that of MgSiO3 perovskite,
whereastheir longitudinalvelocitiesare similar in the
lower mantle (Figure 16). Lateral variationsin temperature mustalsocontributeto lateral heterogeneityin the

transition

zone: It is the most abundant

mineral

in this

depthrangeand is foundto be highlyanisotropic[Kiefer
et al., 2001]. On the other hand, in the lower part of the
transition zone, the likely major minerals, spinel and
garnet,showweak anisotropy(1-2%) at high pressures
[Kieferet al., 1997;Chai andBrown,1997].The observed
anisotropyin thisregion,assuggested
byKarate [1998b],
may require contributionsfrom SPO associatedwith the
large contrastin the elasticmoduli of thesephases.
Significantseismicanisotropyhas been reported in
the top and bottom few hundredkilometersof the lower
mantle [Mentagnerand Kennett,1996;Kendalland Silver,
1996;Garnereand Lay, 1997;Lay et al., 1998],while the
bulk of this region appearsto be isotropic[Kaneshima
and Silver,1995;Meade et al., 1995]. Recently,theoretically predicted elastic constantsof MgSiO3 perovskite
and MgO have been used to investigatethe possible
originsof anisotropyin the lower mantle [Karate, 1998a,
1998b;Stixrude,1999]. This remainsan uncertain exercise, becausein contrastto the situationin the upper
mantle, we currentlyhave no information regardingthe
deformation

mechanisms

of lower

mantle

minerals

at

the relevant pressures.The nature of the LPO that is
lower mantle. Several studies have shown that the effect
likely to develop in lower mantle aggregatescritically
of temperatureon Va and Vs changeswith pressurein influencesthe senseof the seismicanisotropy.For exsucha way that v increases
with depth [Karkiet al., 1999; ample,if the easiestglide plane in MgSiO3 perovskiteis
Isaak et al., 1992]. Thermal anomalies alone appear (010), as it is in analog CaTiO3 perovskite [Karate,
unable to accountfor the observedseismicheterogene- 1998b],then polycrystallineperovskiteaggregatesshow
ity at the bottom of the lower mantle [Karateand Karki, Vsv > Vsr• (with (010) horizontal)(Figure 17). How200•].
ever, if (100) is the easiestglide plane, as suggested
by
at high pressure,then the senseof
4.4.3. Seismicanisotropy. Seismicanisotropy,a the ratio of 1255/1744
measure of the variation of seismic wave velocities with
anisotropy is reversed. The dominant glide plane in
propagationor polarizationdirection,representsan ad- MgO is likely to changefrom the {110} to {100} plane
ditional dimensionin relatingseismological
observations in the deep lower mantle becausewith increasingpresto geodynamicaland tectonicprocesses.
Among several sure c44 correspondingto the shear along the {100}
factors that have made the interpretation of the ob- planebecomesincreasingly
smallerthan (cll - cl2)/2,
servedanisotropydifficulthasbeen the lack of informa- which correspondsto the shear along the {110} plane
tion about the elasticconstantsand anisotropyof con- [Karate,1998a].The {100} glide resultsin Vsr• > Vsv
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Figure 17. The SH/SV anisotropyfor monophaseaggregates
of MgSiO3 perovskiteand MgO due to the lattice-preferred
orientationswith glide planesas shown,calculatedusingthe
elasticmodulifrom Karki et al. [1997a]andKarki et al. [1997c]
(SH and SV representhorizontallyand vertically polarized
shearwaves,respectively).Similarbehaviorhasbeenpredicted
by subsequent
calculations[Wentzcovitch
et al., 1998b;Karki et
al., 1999].

anisotropy,whereasthe {110} glideyieldsthe opposite
sense(Figure 17).
Comparingthese resultswith seismologyis further
complicatedby the spatialvariabilityof anisotropyin the
D" layer. While VsH > Vsv is mostfrequentlyobserved
(in the circum-and central-Pacific
regions),Vsv > VsH
is also reported below the central Pacific [Kendalland
Silver,1996; Garneroand Lay, 1997;Lay et al., 1998].
There may be multiple sourcesof anisotropyat the base
of the mantle including LPO and contributionsfrom
shape-preferredorientation. The single-crystalanisotropy of both perovskiteand MgO are strongenoughto
causeseismicallydetectableanisotropythroughoutthe
bulk lower mantle. Similarly,other componentminerals
includingSiO2 and CaSiO3 perovskitealso possesssignificantanisotropy.The absenceof seismicanisotropyin
the bulk of the lower mantle requiresthat LPO be weak
or absentin this region,implyinga differentmechanism
of deformation from that operative in the dynamical
boundarylayers[Karato,1998b;Meadeet al., 1995].

5.

ertiescontrol the structureand dynamicsof inner Earth.
Only a subsetof end-memberphaseshave so far been
studiedfrom first-principles,but more complexphases
suchas solid solutions(alloys)with Mg-, Fe-, Ca-, or
Al-bearing speciesare relevant.Computationalalchemy
or cluster expansionmethods have been traditionally

FUTURE

studies of semiconductor

and metallic

alloys and could eventually be applied to oxide and
silicatephasesaswell [de Gironcoliet al., 1991;Saittaet
al., 1998; Wolvertonand Zunger,1995].
First-principlescalculationshave focusedto date on
the dominanteffectsof pressureon material properties
in the Earth's interior. However,it is onlywhen thermal
effectsare also fully consideredthat we will be able to
addressissuessuchas the bulk compositionof the lower
mantle and the origin of the lateral heterogeneityin
thermal, compositional,and petrologic contributions
and finally to better understandthe dynamicsof the
mantle. Unlike the caseof high pressure,primarily becausetemperaturebreakscrystalsymmetry,finite temperature studiesinvolverelativelylarge scalecomputations such as molecular dynamicssimulationsof large
supercelIsor determinationof entire vibrational spectrum that are now becomingfeasiblewithin the framework of density functional theory [e.g., Baroni et al.,
1987;Karki et al., 1999;Alfe et al., 2000].
Thoughstresses
are expectedto be nearlyhydrostatic
in mostof the Earth's interior, there are regionssuchas
boundarylayerswhere shear strain is large and persistent. The Earth is a multiphasecompositewith properties dependenton textures,deformations,dislocations,
slip systems,flow patterns, and other rheologicalfeatures that are sensitiveto both stressand temperature
conditions.Yet to be explored are the nature of trans-

port phenomena(diffusion,viscosity),heterogeneous
structures(solid/meltinterfaces),and defectsat high
pressure.All thesepropertiesinvolvelarge-scalemolecular dynamicssimulationsthat havesofar beentractable
only with interatomic potentials or simplifiedphysical
models[e.g.,Ita and Cohen,1997].First-principles
studies in theseareasrepresentexcitingfuture directionsin
mineral physicsand solidEarth geophysics.
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